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Abstract— Scalable multi-robot transition is essential for
ubiquitous adoption of robots. As a step towards it, a compu-
tationally efficient decentralized algorithm for continuous-time
trajectory optimization in multi-robot scenarios based upon
model predictive control is introduced. The robots communi-
cate only their current states and goals rather than sharing
their whole trajectory; using this data each robot predicts
a continuous-time trajectory for every other robot exploiting
optimal control based motion primitives that are corrected
for spatial inter-robot interactions using least squares. A non
linear program (NLP) is formulated for collision avoidance
with the predicted trajectories of other robots. The NLP is
condensed by using time as a parametrization resulting in an
unconstrained optimization problem and can be solved in a
fast and efficient manner. Additionally, the algorithm resizes
the robot to accommodate it’s trajectory tracking error. The
algorithm was tested in simulations on Gazebo with aerial
robots. Early results indicate that the proposed algorithm is
efficient for upto forty homogeneous robots and twenty one
heterogeneous robots occupying 20% of the available space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generation of collision-free trajectories for multiple robots
in a shared workspace is a critical necessity for robots to
become imbibed into the daily ecosystem. To safely allow
such an entrenchment, multiple menages of methods have
been developed.
One such family of methods is sampling based motion
planning [1]–[4]. Sampling based motion planning algo-
rithms generate geometric paths by incrementally exploring
the available space. Such methods are restricted to first
order systems but can guarantee safety and global optimal-
ity. Unfortunately, these methods suffer from the curse of
dimensionality and are difficult to scale to large number of
robots and higher order dynamics.
To mitigate the scalability problems with regards to higher
order dynamics and high dimensional spaces, an increasing
number of methods have been proposed wherein collision-
free geometric paths are initially planned and then refined
using polynomial trajectory optimization techniques [5]–[7].
At the other end of the spectrum, direct optimal con-
trol/optimization based methods have been proposed that
directly attempt to plan collision-free trajectories [8]–[12].
These methods are capable of handling higher dimensional
spaces directly but at the cost of greater number of con-
straints on the NLP, discrete collision-checking and local
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trajectory optimization. Consequently, such methods can be
parallelized and extended to use on-demand collision avoid-
ance and pair-wise collision detection to generate trajectories
for 200 three dimensional aerial robots in a few seconds [9],
[11].
The above presented methods- with the exception of [2]-
are offline methods and computationally infeasible for a
real-time implementation. Offline methods are reasonable
in entertainment, but real world implementations require
resilience. Thus, integrating robots into the daily ecosystem
is not practical using these algorithms wherein the envi-
ronment itself is constantly evolving and therefore requires
replanning trajectories. Also, for an efficient real-time re-
planning, decentralizing the trajectory generation problem is
more efficient and averse to failure.
One such family of decentralized collision avoidance
algorithms is velocity obstacles [13]. In such techniques,
trajectories are planned in the velocity space [14]. These
methods have also been extended to higher order dynamics
[15] and for high speed avoidance [16]. Detrimentally, these
methods require a reference velocity to be known.
Another paradigm for collision avoidance is the usage of
safe regions. These safe regions can be formulated by using
buffered voronoi cells [17], [18] or built using separating
hyperplanes [5], [6]. Buffered voronoi cells have been im-
plemented in a decentralized fashion by relying only on the
moving obstacles’ current position. This is sub-optimal when
dealing with robots moving at higher velocities.
Safety barrier certificates is another branch of cooperative
collision avoidance wherein a stabilizing controller is re-
shaped for collision avoidance using barrier certificates [19],
[20].
Additionally, as the problem becomes decentralized, ac-
counting for the trajectories of other robots/moving-obstacles
becomes a problem. This is often neglected in literature
by assuming the robots’ share their trajectories or having
constant acceleration or velocity assumptions. Moreover, not
sharing trajectories also alleviates privacy concerns over the
system.
Stemming from these deficiencies, with a focus on im-
proving real-time scalability, a decentralized local trajectory
optimization algorithm that integrates a layer to predict
trajectories for other robots is presented. The prediction is
done by using a computationally efficient method to generate
a minimum-time trajectories for other robots. This trajectory
is further reshaped spatially to account for interactions by
using a moving horizon of the robots’ past states.
Using the reshaped trajectories, a collision-free trajectory
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Fig. 1. The executed trajectories as robots traverse across an environment. The coloured circles indicate the starting position of the robots while the
triangles indicate the end position. Fig 1a shows the trajectory traversed for eight robots,Fig 1b for twenty robots and Fig 1c the trajectories for forty
robots. Video of simulations is available at https://bit.ly/2krAI2h
is planned consisting of a NLP that minimizes time and
integral of jerk squared. Additionally, exponential barrier
functions are used to augment collision avoidance and dy-
namic limits. The usage of soft constraints is guided by it
allowing for a continuous time verification and if necessary,
can be violated by small margins. The NLP is condensed
using time as a free variable. The resulting unconstrained
optimization problem’s solution denotes the duration of the
trajectory and based upon it, polynomial coefficients of the
trajectory are constructed.
Keeping with the receding horizon principle, a part of the
trajectory is executed and then overall trajectory is replanned.
A recent work [21] attempted a similar problem as the one
presented in this work but, (i) Only accounted for spherical
Robots, (ii) Solved a constrained optimization problem di-
rectly, (iii) The prediction did not account for interactions.
Moreover, in this work, the robots are assumed to imper-
fectly track the trajectories. However, rather than triggering
replanning upon such an event [22], trajectory tracking errors
are accounted for in the obstacle avoidance.
The contributions of this work are:
• A computationally efficient trajectory prediction algo-
rithm that spatially accounts for inter-robot interactions
• An online trajectory replanning algorithm for multiple
robots accounting for imperfect trajectory tracking
The rest of the paper is organized as: Section II explains
system model, Section III showcases the Trajectory predic-
tion method. Section IV details the trajectory optimization
problem. Section V details the simulations of the algorithm
and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Each of the robots is modeled as a third order integrator
moving in N dimensions. The system is represented with
state x = [p1 v1 a1 . . . aN ] with p being position, v being
velocity and a being acceleration with input u = [j1 . . . jn]
where j is jerk. The dynamics- in each dimension- is:
x˙(t) = [v(t) a(t) j(t)] (1)
The selection of a third order integrator is motivated by
two factors. One, the differential flatness of a variety of
mobile robots [23], [24]; two, measuring higher derivative
beyond acceleration is intractable. Additionally, the robots
share their current state x0, desired pose pend and size.
A. Accommodating Collision Avoidance
Collision avoidance is accounted for in a pair-wise basis.
Additionally, in the case of aerial robots, downwash leads to
collisions [5]. Therefore, building on [6], [9] the robots are
modeled as N dimensional axis-aligned prolate spheroids.
Furthermore, an additional term is incorporated in each axis
to account for the imperfections in trajectory tracking. Thus,
the overall collision avoidance constraint is:
d(p(t), pobs(t)) =
N∑
i=1
(pi(t)− pobs(t))2
(ri + ξ)2
> 1 (2)
With ξ being the trajectory tracking error and ri being the
appropriate radii in each dimension. In the case of N =3,
r1 = r2 and r3 = ηr1 with η > 1. So the size of the robots
is denoted by r1.
B. Accounting Trajectory Tracking Error
There has been a few attempts to calculate the error in
tracking trajectories. Fixing a maximal error offline before
online trajectory optimization is tried in [25]. This requires
the errors to be known a priori. In [26], a forward reachable
set was calculated before executing the trajectory which is
computationally expensive to perform online.
This work attempts to calculate the trajectory tracking
error online using a moving horizon of weighted root mean
square between planned trajectory and actual state discretely.
That is:
ξ =
√∑K
i=1(xi − x˜i)TQ(xi − x˜i)
K
(3)
With, K being the horizon steps in the moving horizon, x˜i
being ith observed state. Q is a positive semi definite matrix
that assigns weights to tracking errors of position,velocity
and acceleration. This is computationally efficient and easily
computable online but ignores trajectory dependent tracking
errors.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. The deviation between the predicted trajectories and optimized collision-free trajectory with increasing number of robots. Red trajectory is the
optimized trajectory, lilac the trajectory from the method in Section III-A and green the prediction method detailed in Section III. Fig 2a shows prediction
with four robots. Fig 2b shows prediction with six robots. Fig 2c shows prediction with eight robots. The predicted trajectories are from the point of view
of an other robot
III. TRAJECTORY PREDICTION
The trajectories are predicted in a sequence consisting
of two steps. In the first step, jerk-smooth trajectories are
generated for the linear quadratic minimum time problem
[27] using an extension of the closed-form solutions for
motion primitive generation for multirotors [28]. The usage
of trajectory duration as a free variable allows an extra degree
of freedom in the generated trajectory rather than fixing a
duration arbitrarily. The second stage of the algorithm takes
interactions between the robots into account via reshaping of
the previous step’s trajectory by solving a constrained least
squares problem with regards to the jerk-smooth trajectory
and the actual robot trajectory.
A. Generating Jerk-smooth Trajectories
A smooth trajectory is generated by minimizing:
arg min
∫ T
0
‖u‖2 + 1 dt (4)
Here, ‖.‖ is the euclidean norm, u is jerk. The trajectory
duration T couples the objective in each dimension. For ease
of exposition, the trajectory is shown for a single dimension.
The trajectory is parameterized by the current state and the
(partially defined) end state 1.
The Hamiltonian of the third order system with the objec-
tive from Eq.(4) is:
H(x, λ, u) = ‖u‖2 + 1 + λ1v + λ1a+ λ3u (5)
Solving Eq.(5) using Pontygarin’s maximum principle [29]
yields the state trajectory:
p∗(t) =
β1t
5
120
+
β2t
4
24
+
β3t
3
6
+
a0t
2
2
+ v0t+ p0
v∗(t) =
β1t
4
24
+
β2t
3
6
+
β3t
2
2
+ a0t+ v0
a∗(t) =
β1t
3
6
+
β2t
2
2
+ β3t+ a0
(6)
with costate equation:
1The system is linear and has a convex objective
Λ∗(t) = −
 2β12β1t+ 2β2
β1t
2 + 2β2t+ 2β3
 (7)
Position is the only end state that has to be constrained.
This is substituted into Eq. (6) resulting in
pend(T ) =
β1T
5
120
+
β2T
4
24
+
β3T
3
6
+
a0T
2
2
+ v0T + p0 (8)
The three unknown coefficients(β1, β2, β3) are solved such
that the corresponding costates will be zero at the free
states: velocity and acceleration. [29]. This leads to a linear
system from Eq. (7) with the three unknown coefficients.
Coincidentally, this method allows representing the unknown
coefficients as functions parameterized by trajectory duration
T , known initial states x0 and end position pend. Resulting
in:
β1β2
β3
 = 1
T 5
 20−20T
10T 2
 (pend − (p0 + p0T + a0T 2
a
)) (9)
Furthermore, due to the trajectory duration T being a variable
to optimize, H(x, λ, u) of the system is now zero instead of
a constant [29]. Hence,
H(x, λ, u) = ‖u‖2 + 1 + λ1v + λ1a+ λ3u = 0 (10)
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (10) and simplifying yields
0 =
a20T
8
2
+ a0v0T
7 + (1 + a0(pend − p0))T 6 + (20a20v0)T 5
+ (40a0v0 + 10a
2
0 − 717a20/4)T 4 + 40a0(pend − p0)T 3
− 697a0v0T 3 + (20a0(pend − p0) + 20v0 + 10a0v0)T 2
− 717(v0 + penda0 − a0p0)T 2 − (1434v0(pend − p0)T
− 717(p20 + p2end − 2pendp0)
(11)
At this juncture, the other dimensions are lumped into the
coefficients for finding the trajectory duration. The resulting
eighth order polynomial is solved using the numerically
stable Jenkins-Traub algorithm [30]2.
The trajectory with the minimal average cost among all
the real and positive solutions of Eq. (11) is chosen after the
coefficients are found.
The solution of Eq.(11) may not result in real and positive
roots. Therefore, an assumption of constant acceleration is
used in to solve for a trajectory duration T˜ . As the resulting
trajectory does not account for the change in acceleration
over the duration, a uniform distribution around the calcu-
lated trajectory duration T˜ to find the optimal trajectory.
From this distribution, a set of trajectories are sampled. Out
of these sampled trajectories, the trajectory that minimizes
Eq.(9) is used.
arg min
T
1
T
∫ T
0
‖u‖2 + 1 dt (12)
Thus, minimum-time smooth trajectories are generated for
every other robot(That is, for M − 1) that transmits it’s
current state and desired state. Each individual trajectory is
represented by xpred(t). However, this trajectory does not
account for inter-robot interactions. Therefore, it is reshaped
by a trajectory compensator.
B. Trajectory Compensator
The trajectory compensator presented in this work ac-
counts for the spatial compensation over short term horizons
by constructing an auxiallary polynomial similar in structure
to Eq.(6). These trajectories are represented by xcmp(t).
p∗comp(t) = γ1t
5 + γ2t
4 + γ3t
3 + γ4t
2 + γ5t+ γ6
v∗comp(t) = 5γ1t
4 + 4γ2t
3 + 3γ3t
2 + γ4t+ 2γ5
a∗comp(t) = 20γ1t
3 + 12γ2t
2 + 6γ3t+ 2γ4
(13)
To solve for the coefficients from Eq.(13), a moving
horizon with Kcomp samples of transmitted states x˜obs and
trajectories xpred from subsection III-A is used. Using this,
a least squares problem that minimizes
∆xobs = xcmp − (x˜obs − xpred) (14)
over the horizon is used. Additionally constraints are in-
troduced to ensure that compensated trajectory does not
reposition the trajectory at the current state(K thcomp) and end
position. This constraint is added by setting xcmp(0) = 0
and xcmp(T ) = 0 . This results in:
arg min
xcmp
Kcomp−1∑
i=0
∆xTobs∆xobs (15a)
subject to xcmp(0) = 0, (15b)
xcmp(T ) = 0 (15c)
The equality constrained quadratic program is solved using
its KKT matrix; which is a linear system. The linear system
2A C++ implementation of the algorithm is available at
https://github.com/ethz-asl/mav trajectory generation
is solved using the sparse LDLT [31] implementation on
Eigen [32]. Based upon this, the predicted state trajectory of
an individual other robot is represented by:
xobs(t) = xpred(t) + xcmp(t) (16)
The deviations between the predicted trajectory and the
actual generated trajectory is shown in Fig 2.
IV. TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
The trajectory optimization NLP is formulated as:
arg min
x
∫ T
0
Cdynm + Clim +
M−1∑
i=1
Ccollis dt+KtT
2
(17a)
subject to x(0) = x0, (17b)
x(T ) = xend (17c)
Where Cdynam,Ccollis and Clim are costs for trajectory
smoothness, collision with other robots and dynamic limits
respectively. KtT 2 is added to minimize the time taken along
the trajectory. The trajectories are represented as time param-
eterized polynomials of order five to assuage representational
mismatch with the predicted trajectory. Therefore, for each
dimension, the trajectory is represented by:
p(t) =
5∑
j=0
αjt
j (18)
This results in the decision variables of the optimization
problem being:
D = [α0 α1 α2 · · ·α6N−1 T ]T (19)
Where the first six variables represent the polynomial
coefficients of the first dimension, the second six the sec-
ond dimension and so on. and T represents the trajectory
duration.
A. Trajectory Smoothness
To ensure that the generated trajectory is smooth, a
smoothness objective is added. This objective is represented
as:
Cdynam = Qdynm
∥∥∥∥d3p(t)dt3
∥∥∥∥2 (20)
Where,Qdynm is the weight for the smoothness. The smooth-
ness cost (Eq.(20)) has a closed-form solution in terms of the
optimization variables from Eq.(19).
B. Collision Avoidance
The exponential barrier function for avoiding collisions
with other robots in the environment is:
Ccollis = Qobsc(p(t), pobs(t)) (21)
Where, Qobs is collision avoidance weighing parameter,
c(p(t), pobs(t)) = 2
∑N
i pi(t)− piobs(t)(vi(t)− viobs(t))
expKp(d(p(t),pobs(t)))
(22)
c(x(t))is the cost of collision avoidance and d(p(t), pobs(t))
is the collision avoidance constraint (2). The cost in (22) can
be analytically integrated. The cost i is one of the two-fold
reasons for the addition of the relative velocity term vi(t)−
viobs(t) in the collision cost, the other being the increased
weightage when robots move in opposite directions axially.
C. Dynamic limits
Inspired by unconstrained optimization methods for multi-
rotor collision avoidance [33]–[35], the limits are accounted
for using a different exponential barrier function based on
soft constraints; thereby allowing for continuous-time limit
verification while also not adding constraints. The barrier
function is:
Clim =
3∑
i=1
QlimD(
dip(t)
dti
) (23)
Where Qlim is the tuning weight for the dynamic limits,
D(x(t)) = 2x(t)
dx(t)
dt
expKp(‖x(t)‖
2−τ2i ) (24)
Here τi is the maximum allowed magnitude of the ith
derivative of the robot position and ‖.‖ is the Euclidean
norm. Euclidean norm is used to account for coupled dy-
namic limits rather than each dimension individually. This
is done as dynamic limits of robots are often coupled. The
decoupling of the dynamic limits results in a conservative
approximation. Limits on the robot’s velocity, acceleration
and jerk are applied. The cost is analytically integrated.
The NLP formed by Eq.(17a),(17b),(17c) cannot be proven
to be convex due to the equality constraints in Eq. (17c).
Owing to the usage of soft constraints for collision avoidance
(Eq.(22)), collision-avoidance and dynamic limits’ adherence
cannot be guaranteed.
D. NLP Solver
To solve the NLP, the boundary value problem constructed
by Eq.(17b),(17c) is utilized to condense the optimization
variables and convert it into an unconstrained NLP. Assum-
ing, the Eq.(17c) is fully defined, by substituting Eq. (17b)
the constraint is represented(per dimension) as:
pend = α1T
5 + α2T
4 + α3T
3 +
a(0)T 2
2
+ v(0)T + p(0)
vend = 5α1T
4 + 4α2T
3 + 3α3T
2 + a(0)T + v(0)
aend = 20α1T
3 + 12α2T
2 + 6α3T + a(0)
(25)
Rearranging it:α1α2
α3
 = A−1trsfrm
pend − (0.5a(0)T 2 + v(0)T + p(0))vend − (a(0)T + v(0))
aend − a(0)

(26)
with
Atrsfrm =
 T 5 T 4 T 35T 4 4T 3 3T 2
20T 3 12T 2 6T

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOTS
Robot Size r1(m)
Vel
(m/s)
Accel
(m/s2)
Jerk
(m/s3)
Hummingbird 0.4 2 4 20
Firefly 0.5 2 8 20
Neo 0.6 4 12 60
Substituting Eq.(26) in Eq.(17a) transforms the optimiza-
tion variables from Eq.(19) to only T but parametrized by
x0 and xend. The final optimization problem is:
arg min
T
∫ T
0
Cdynm + Clim +
M−1∑
i=1
Ccollis dt+KtT
2
(27)
V. RESULTS
The algorithm was implemented in C++ using Robot
Operating System(ROS). The algorithm was tested on a
workstation with Intel Xeon E5 1630v5 processor, 64GB of
RAM and a Nvidia Quadro M4000 GPU. The algorithm was
verified with different flying robots of different sizes(Asctec
Hummingbird3,Firefly4,Neo5) in Gazebo using RotorS [36],
a high fidelity multirotor simulator. Additionally, η = 3. The
constraints for the robots are given in Table I
Rotary aerial robots’ selection was guided by their differ-
ential flatness, fourth order dynamics [23] and their nature as
a complex, dynamic and 3D motion capability. Additionally,
the low inertia and capacity to produce substantial torques
allow them to be treated as a third order system. Tracking the
generated trajectories was tested using a geometric SO(3)
controller [37] and model predictive control [38]. The yaw
motion of all the robots is kept free (zero) as any translational
motion is invariant to rotation about yaw [23], [28]. The tra-
jectories are re-planned at a frequency of 10Hz. Additionally,
vend and aend from Section IV-D were set to zero.
The optimization problem in Eq.(27) is solved using [39].
The algorithm was tested with BOBYQA [40], MMA [41],L-
BFGS [42] and SLSQP [43]. BOBYQA was the fastest
while MMA and BOBYQA yielded similar performance. L-
BFGS and SLSQP were slower. The first trajectory planning
was initialized from the solution detailed in Section III-A.
Subsequent replanning was initialized by relatively scaling
down the previous trajectory by the replanning rate.
A. Simulations
Simulations were done to test the scalabilty and perfor-
mance in dense environments of the proposed algorithm. In
all the subsequent simulations, the occupancy was fixed by
calculating the volume of each robot’s ellipsoid and summing
it up. Moreover, in the homogenous experiments, the robot
3http://www.asctec.de/uav-uas-drohnen-flugsysteme/asctec-hummingbird/
4http://www.asctec.de/uav-uas-drohnen-flugsysteme/asctec-firefly/
5http://www.asctec.de/uav-uas-drohnen-flugsysteme/asctec-neo/
Fig. 3. Performance of the proposed algorithm in simulation for increasing
number of robots with a fixed occupancy of 20%. For each quantity of
robots, 25 random simulations were conducted
Fig. 4. Performance of the proposed algorithm in simulation for increasing
density of robots inside a fixed box of dimensions 4m x 4m x 2m. For
each quantity of robots, 25 random simulations were conducted
used is AscTec Firefly. The computation time per replanning
iteration is shown in Table II
To test the scalability of the algorithm with homogeneous
robots- keeping a fixed occupancy of 20%(This translates to
5 agents/m3 in the results from [9])- the number of robots
were increased from 2 till 40. The scalability was tested is
two ways: (i) The robots share their planned trajectories (ii)
Trajectories are predicted. The ensuing performance is shown
in Fig.3. The proposed trajectory optimization technique
with robots sharing their trajectories shows a high success
rate and accurate collision avoidance for upto forty robots
in dense environments thereby showing the efficacy of the
proposed condensation method and the objective functions.
The algorithm with the robots predicting the trajectories
shows a drop-off in performance as the number of robots
scale up. This is an effect of the increasing inaccuracies in
the trajectory prediction. The trajectories were tracked using
linear model predictive control [38].
In a second set of simulations, whose results are shown in
Fig.4, the performance with regards to increasing density of
robots is tested. The robots are allocated end goal positions
within a 4m x 4m x 2m box and tested with increasing
number of robots. The number of deadlocks is high in sparse
and small environments. This, we believe, is an artifact of
the exponential barrier functions.
TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIME (µS)
Mean Stddev Min Max
Jerk-Smooth 89.5 12.91 75.24 126.32
Least-Squares 3.9765 4.532 1.19 12.47
Optimization 3024.75 2407.93 998.06 24076.85
Total Time 3118.2265 2425.372
Please note that the Jerk-Smooth and Least-Squares computation time is for one single robot’s prediction. That is, if
there are 8 other robots, then the computation time is going to be 716 for Jerk-Smooth and 31.812 for Least Squares
Simulations have shown that the proposed algorithm is
capable of generating collision-free trajectories in dense
scenarios and is scalable to medium sized swarms of aerial
robots. In contrast to other trajectory re-planning approaches,
the proposed algorithm is computationally faster, continuous-
time in nature and accounts for a higher order of dynamics.
Another point to be noted is that owing to the indirect
optimization of the polynomial coefficients, there were cer-
tain junctures when the planned trajectories dramatically
veered. This effect was starkly visible especially when the
nonlinear model predictive controller [38] was used for
tracking trajectories. These dramatic changes were akin to
an exaggerated version of random restarts used in local
trajectory planning [44] [45].
Paradoxically, despite the lack of boundaries for the
robots’ positions, the robots adhered to the box limits more
consistently when the occupied volume was more dense.
VI. CONCLUSION
A decentralized, local trajectory optimization algorithm
for replanning continuous-time trajectories for multi-robot
systems with third order dynamics was proposed. The algo-
rithm predicts continuous time trajectories for other robots in
the environment and utilizes those trajectories for planning
collision-free trajectory for itself. Simulations were con-
ducted with upto forty homogeneous robots at an occupancy
of 20%. Building on this, two applications are envisioned for
the proposed algorithm: (i) As part of trajectory generation
pipeline to fix the optimal duration for the trajectory (ii) As
part of a separate trajectory replanning pipeline.
In the future we would incorporate a better method to
account for trajectory-tracking error. Additionally, we would
look at integrating obstacles beyond ellipsoids and spheres.
Improving upon the trajectory compensation by incorpo-
rating temporal compensation is another avenue for future
work. Incorporating uncertainty into the prediction pipeline
is something we would look to in the future.
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